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Abstract
In today's society has entered the era of big data, data of the diversity and the amount of data increases to the
data storage and processing brought great challenges, Hadoop HDFS and MapReduce better solves the these two
problems. Classical K-means algorithm is the most widely used one based on the partition of the clustering
algorithm. At the completion of the cluster configuration based on, the k-means algorithm in cluster mode of
operation principle and in the cluster mode realized kmeans algorithm, and the experimental results are research
and analysis, summarized the k-means algorithm is run on the Hadoop platform's strengths and limitations.
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1. Introduction
With the coming of information age, more diverse data sources, data volume is growing rendering geometry type.
A relational database system has been unable to such a large data storage management, previous processing
system is not able to deal effectively with these data. Therefore, how to mass data storage and processing has
become a time problem, in this respect has created such as Hadoop, Spark big data technology.
K - Means algorithm as a kind of clustering algorithm based on partition and application is very extensive,
operation time, quick speed, easy to explain and has better clustering effect. K - means algorithm the basic idea
is: centering on the k point in space clustering, classification for the most close to their objects. Through iterative
method, the value of the successive update the clustering center, until the best clustering results are obtained. For
these technologies in the research, design and implementation, to grasp the big data analysis and processing, has
the vital significance.
Hadoop is mainly introduced in this paper the construction of the distributed processing environment, and based
on different data to analyze the efficiency of running in a distributed environment, implemented within the
framework of graphs Kmeans algorithm, and through the experimental results are analyzed, and improvement
opinions are put forward.
2 Hadoop Cluster Environment Configuration
2.1 The Computer Environment Configuration
The Cluster is composed of five computer, 1 master4 slave. In order to facilitate the configuration file copy, all
the user name of the machine are hadoop, password for hadoop. Host name is different, the master of M, slave
respectively S1, S2, S3, S4. The IP address of the host for continuous distribution
2.2 Hadoop Environment Configuration
2.2.1 Configure the Network
The network configuration steps are as follows:
(1) The first input cd
(2) Enter sudo vim/etc/network/interfaces
(3) Interface documentation to join at the end of the following statements
auto eth0
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iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.2.210
netmask 255.255.255.0
2.2.2 Configure SSH
Configure SSH mainly include public and private keys:
(1) In four machine input respectively SSH - the keygen -t rsa to generate a digital signature.
(2) Copy the public key to the server host.
(3) Copy from the machine's public key to the host. After SSH directory, need to create authorized_keys file on a
host computer to store the public key.
(4) Then enter sudo reboot to restart the computer, make effective configuration file.
(5) After the next to be distributed to each host password-less login within a cluster can be realized.
2.2.3 Install the JDK and HADOOP
Unpack the JDK and HADOOP compression bag, Modify the configuration startup files, After inventory, reboot
the system. Boot into the system, check whether successful installation:
Java version - version information will be shown,The hadoop command prompt information will be shown.
2.2.4 Configure Hadoop cluster host M the XML file
Host M is needed in the operation
(1) First enter the hadoop installation directory, enter the mkdir TMP TMP establish the temporary file directory.
(2) Modify the hadoop/etc/hadoop hadoop - env. Under sh, mapred - env. Sh and yarn - env. Sh.
(3) Modify the hadoop/etc/hadoop core - site. Under the XML.
(4) Modify the hadoop/etc/hadoop HDFS - site. Under the XML.
(5) Modify the hadoop/etc/hadoop mapred - site. Under the XML
At this point has been configured on the host M hadoop related documents, and the configuration file on the host
S1 and S6 for distribution
2.2.5 The Cluster Start
(1) If you want to start the HDFS file system requires the host M command line, enter the start - dfs.sh
(2) And then type the command on the host M the JPS command can see the namenode and secondarynamenode
start, launched a datanode on other slave hosts.
2.3 The client host configuration
(1) Installing a Ubuntu desktop host, configured network and follow these steps to install hadoop and jdk.
(2) The hadoop - eclipse plugin - 2.7.1. Copy the jar to eclipse plugins folder under the root directory
(3) Open the eclipse, select OpenPersepctive Window menu options in the other, select Map/Reduce again.
(4) In the Map/Reduce the Location of a new Loaction, input information of this cluster. After can see DFS file
system.
(5) Immediately after the new program and select run on Hadoop.
3. K - Means Algorithm on Hadoop Platform Implementation
3.1 The Feasibility Analysis of K-Means Algorithm
3.1.1 K - Means Algorithm
K - Means algorithm is a kind of typical clustering method based on classification. This method first requires the
user to input the number k of clustering and specify the initial clustering center, k begin after clustering. Select
one of the first data point, after calculating the data point to the center of the k cluster distance (Euclidean
distance, for example), then compared the data points and the size of the k cluster center distance and will point
to the smallest distance clustering. For after the completion of all the data points, to calculate the new clustering
center (the clustering can be all the points in the average). After defining new clustering center, a new data points
of clustering algorithms, until the center of mass is constant or changed little.
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3.1.2 Mapreduce Architecture
Graphs as an important part of the hadoop platform, its basic characteristic is divided into two parts, one is a
Map, the main role is to Map key/value pair, to cut word frequency statistics for example is the first word, and
then give each word value is 1, after the Reduce is a specification of each node Map for results, which is the
same key to delete a while, add 1 to the corresponding value, thus eventually get word frequency statistics results.
The architecture of the most powerful and most prominent advantage is the work can be similar and not
influence each other to break up, then assigned to different node for processing, eventually integrating criterion
to get the final result.
Through the calculated data points assigned to each node, and then reduction processing. Under the condition of
the cluster scale allows, in a short period of time can be a lot of iterative computation. So graphs architecture is
very suitable for K - Means algorithm was implemented. K - Means algorithm is also facing a problem, in a large
amount of data, dimension more cases, single machine is difficult to complete relevant operation. So the
MapReduce architecture also solves the key problem of K-Means algorithm surviving in the current large data
environment.
3.2 Algorithm Implementation Assistance
Algorithm of the auxiliary work to be done mainly by the Helper classes, including the following functions。The
self-test section contains the following classes, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Self-Test section table
The function name
getOldCenters
deleteLastResult

Parameter
inputPath
path

copyOriginalCenters

src dst

isFinished

oldPath newPath
Kpath
dtBegIdxPath
threshold

Effect
The old centroid file is read in and stored in ArryList
Delete the data on the HDFS file system
corresponding to path
From the local path src, copy the user-defined initial
cluster center data to the specified path dst in the
HDFS file system
First, the old cluster center is read through the
oldPath. Since this function is executed after an
iteration of the K-Means algorithm, the newPath
corresponds to the current clustering result, and then
the current clustering result is new. , And then
compare the distance between the new clustering
center and the old clustering center is less than the
set threshold threshold. If it is less than, it returns
true, which means the cluster center does not need to
be updated, and has reached the precision. If it is
greater than, update the cluster center and return
false to prepare for the next iteration.

3.3 Run Document
Kmeans internal consists of the following categories:
(1) KmeansMapper；
(2) KmeansReducer；
(3) runKmeans
(4) main；
Among them, some functions such as shown in table 2.
Table 2. Some functions table
The function name
Parameter
map
Key
values
context

Effect
In acquiring oldCenters file storing old
clustering center, through the point of
each need clustering and clustering
center distance calculations, decided to
the cluster to which cluster center, and
record.
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Key
Values
context

After judgment, if need to Reduce the
operation, then call this function to
Reduce the results of the Map operation,
main is to merge the same key value,
synchronous update data of all nodes
runKmeans
Args
First to determine whether a number of
isReduce
parameters meet the conditions, if does
not meet the error; If meet, Map
operation, after the judgment is the need
to Reduce the operation, need to Reduce
the operation, do not need to, is set up
after the input and output path to the
output of the results.
main
args
This function to delete the last run results
first, then copy the user defined initial
clustering center to the program. Into the
circulation, after the end of the loop
condition is reached the maximum
number of iterations or new clustering
center and clustering center of the old
distance less than a specified threshold.
Loop body perform content is, the first to
print the current execution of the number
of iterations, is to run after K - Means
algorithm. Whether the end is through
isFinished function return values.
On the cluster, the program flow chart in Figure 1 as follows.
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Figure 1. The program flow
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4. Experimental Process Analysis
4.1 Experimental Data
The data were randomized to a total of 179 groups of 14 randomized data.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
In the process of K-means algorithm experiment, by adjusting the difference of clustering centers, the threshold
is adjusted to achieve the clustering purpose.
1. In the above data for K-Means algorithm, the results shown in Table 3:
Table 3. The number of clustering centers, the threshold, and the running time of the algorithm
Number of cluster centers

Threshold=0.1

Threshold=0.5

Threshold=1

K=3

94626ms

98234ms

101134ms

K=4

97573ms

103986ms

102949ms

It can be seen from Table 1 that the larger the threshold, the larger the number of clustering centers and the
longer the running time of the algorithm.
2. After Kmeans clustering, we finally calculated the data contained in each cluster:
(1) When the number of cluster centers is 3, the threshold is 0.1, and the number of iterations is limited to 20, Fig.
2 shows the three centroids of clustering results.

Figure 2. Clustering results
(2) When the number of cluster centers is 4, the threshold is 0.1, and the number of iteration cycles is limited to
20, as shown in Fig. 3

Figure 3. Clustering results
The results of the operation, that is, the data centers of the three clusters are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4. Operation result
K=3
Threshold=0.1
Threshold=0.5
Threshold=1

Cluster center 1
67
67
67

Cluster center 2
61
61
61

Cluster center 3
50
50
50

Table 5. Operation result
K=4
Threshold=0.1
Threshold=0.5
Threshold=1

Cluster center 1
36
36
36

Cluster center 2
68
68
68
102

Cluster center 3
59
59
59

Cluster center 4
15
15
15
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4.3 Analysis of Results
The results show that the data size of each cluster center is almost the same when the thresholds are not very
large, and the accuracy of the data classification is also relatively stable when the number of clusters is small.
And the classification results are consistent. After observing the data of 20 clustering centers after 20 iterations,
it is found that the smaller thresholds do not affect the clustering center results when the initial centers are
consistent. This shows that the stability of K-Means algorithm is very high, itself is also very reliable.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, based on MapReduce distributed computing framework, the K-Means algorithm. The algorithm
divides the data first, then distributes it to each slave through the Master. After each slave, the data is processed.
Then, the clustering center is clustered synchronously. When the difference between the new cluster center and
the old cluster center is less than the threshold or after iterations reach a certain number of times, the operation is
stopped and the result of the last clustering is used as the result. Through the comparison and analysis of the
results, we can see that the K-Means algorithm based on the MapReduce distributed processing framework has
more advantages in dealing with large-scale data.
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